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Connecting Your Business to the World
Today’s fast-moving business environment requires tighter integration between you, your
partners, and your customers than ever before. This tight integration is especially critical for
your business systems. To provide the responsiveness you need, your business system must

Benefits
X Integrates with outside applications
and applies Eclipse business logic
X Supports RESTful endpoints through

simultaneously talk to other in-house applications, websites, and Internet content.
The Eclipse Application Programming Interface (API) provides a full .NET Core engine that
delivers REST endpoints to connect to Eclipse data. The Epicor Eclipse API is a powerful webservices tool that can help connect your business to the world.

.NET Core technology
X Helps mitigate the impact of any
system changes

The file-level transactions and micro-services are built for purpose to meet the specific needs of
distributors. In addition to basic API capability, we provide premium API bundles that provide
connectivity to key systems such as sales order management or warehouse integrations.
The sales order transactions can connect to third-party solutions that deliver advanced CRM,
Field Service, Rental Operations, and much more. The warehouse API provides endpoints that
support connecting warehouse automation equipment to the Eclipse WMS to complete a pick
task or stage a tote.

API Services
The Eclipse API supports get, insert, and update activities for selected components of the
Eclipse business logic, including:
The Eclipse API also provides a new middle layer that exposes Eclipse data to other
applications in a high-performing stack while protecting the integrity of the Eclipse
application by enforcing data validation.
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About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible, industry-specific software designed to fit the precise needs of our manufacturing,
distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 45 years of experience with our customers’ unique business processes and operational
requirements are built into every solution—in the cloud or on premises. With this deep understanding of your industry, Epicor solutions dramatically improve
performance and profitability while easing complexity so you can focus on growth. For more information, connect with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.
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